Video 80: Liking reflexive verbs
List the 6 reflexive pronouns and the 6 indirect object pronouns
Reflexive pronouns

Indirect object pronouns

Translate these words and sentences into Spanish.
English
I get up early
You get angry too much (tú)
My son doesn’t get washed
We dress the same
Do you go to bed early? (vosotros)
They sit down and do nothing
I get up
You get up (tú)
He gets up
We get up
You get up (vosotros)
They get up
I like Spain
You like the photos (tú)
He likes Spain
We like the photos
Do you like Spain? (vosotros)
They like Spain
I like eating
I like having drinks (taking glasses)
I like living here
To get up
To get dressed
To sit down
I like to get up at 6 in the morning
You don’t like to get angry
He likes

Spanish
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He gets washed
He likes to get washed
We get up
We like
We don’t like to dress the same
Do you like to go to bed early? (vosotros)
They like to sit and do nothing
My son doesn’t like to get washed
We are on holiday
We like being on holiday
We swim in the sea
We like swimming in the sea

Incidental Spanish
Hello
Shall we begin?
The examples
Everybody likes these photos
It is surprising, but some people like getting
angry
There is a link in the description
I like studying and I like relaxing too
Transform the sentences
For example
Activity 20
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A letter from Jorge, Ana and Luis
Dot com
Enough time
It would be great if you can send me your responses to ruth@spanglishfantastico.com.
There is a mix of Spanish and English on my channel. If you send your responses, I can see how much
you can remember from this video, which I think would be wonderful to know.
Muchas gracias,
Ruth.

